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Fonts contribute massively towards making up a logoâ€™s personality. For example, if you want to show
that you create rock music, then you will use type face that will intimidate your viewers. If you are
producing soothing music, then you will use fonts that are curvy and imaginative to create a soft
touch.

But to learn how to make a band logo using the right fonts, you will need to learn how the famous
bands have created theirs.

Letâ€™s have a look:

1. The Beatles â€“ Bootle:

These fonts are straight, sleek and sophisticated. They are the perfect fonts to give your emblem a
touch of tradition. These are the kind of fonts that does need color to enhance its personality.

2. KISS â€“ Die Nasty:

The sharp edges of this type face are quite appropriate for the metallic music that this group
produces.

3. Linkin Park - Futura Extra Bold:

They are thick and straight with sharp edges. The elongated edges give the emblem an imaginative
touch while the thick and straight fonts make it modern and futuristic.

4. Iron Maiden â€“ Metal Lord:

They look futuristic with their 3 dimensional effects and sharp edges. The long edges in the word
add an innovative touch.

5. Guns n Roses â€“ Edition:

They are sleek and thin which makes them chic and sophisticated. They show that the group means
business when it comes to creating music.

6. Pink â€“ 5 Cent:

These fonts are funky and informal which matches the personality of this singer. The letter â€˜Iâ€™ has
been substituted with an exclamation mark which adds an innovative touch to the design. 

7. Soul Fly â€“ Karate:

They are thick and slightly curvy and resemble Japanese. The combination of thick center and thin
edges of the text makes it alluring.

8. Trivium â€“ Dream Sear:
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This type face has a historic element in them. They look traditional and significant.

9. Incubus â€“ SF Chaerilidae:

They are slightly slanted to one side which gives them an effect of speed and movement. Although,
they are not particularly thick, they are simple and readable.

10. Disturbed -  Crack Babies:

These are irregularly placed and contain a slightly cracked look that makes them casual and artistic.
Despite that, they are easy to read and do not need color to support them.

11. Slipknot - Sickness:

This metal band logo typeface looks frightening and scary. It looks like something out of a horror
movie.

In a nutshell, the fonts that you use in your brand mark should reflect the type of music that you are
creating. Remember that your group trademark is the first thing that the customers will notice about
your brand so it is important to make sure that they reflect the true essence of your bandâ€™s
personality.
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